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D.L. Kreher, Wei Li and S.P. Rolh;"owah
School of Computer Science
Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York 14623
U.S.A.
ABSTRACT

In this paper the algorithm developed in fRKJ for 2<olor Ramsey
numbers is generalized to multi-colored Ramsey numbers. All the
cyclic graphs yielding the lower bounds R (3,3,') ~ 30, R (3,3,lI) ~.5
and R (3,',4) ~ 55 were obtained. The two last bounds are appanntly
new.
1. lntroducHon
The c1l1llsical mwti-tolor Ram.,ell number R(r.,r', ... ,r...) is defined to be the
amallest integer n, auch that no matter how the edges of K R are colored with m
colors, 1, 2, 3, ... m, there exists lIODle i auch that there is a complete aubgraph K,.,
all of whOle edges have color i. It is said to be a multi-<olor Ramsey number wh~
m~3.

The concrete lower bounds are lL!Iually established by an explicit construction
of a coloring of K", the complete graph on n vertices containing no monochromatic
complete aubgraph K,,_,I::::: i:5 m, in the ith color. A coloring of K,. that establishes
a lower bound on R (1'1'1'" ..• ,1'...) is said to an (rl,r" ... ,r... )-Ramaell fTo.ph..
Only a few exact values and nontrivial bounds are known, and moet of them
are for R(k,IJ, the so called two-tolor Ramsey numbers. The only known nontrivial exact value for m -tolor Ramsey numbers with m ~ 3 is R(3,3,3) = 17 [GGJ.
The only known nontrivial bounds on m-color Ramsey numbers with m ~ 3 are
51:5 R(3,3,3,3):565
159 R (3,3,3,3,3).:S 322
128:5 R (4,',4)..:S 254

[C2,FIJ,

30$R(3,3,.)

[KI.

s

[F2,W],
[Hr,G],

ln this paper we establish that R (3,3,5) ~ 45 and R(3,',') ~ 55

2. Notatkm, Concepti and Algorithm
In this section we introduce the neceslar)' notation, concepts, and facta about
incidence matrices belonging to permutation groups used in the construction of our
algorithm for finding multi-color Ramsey graphs. At the end of this section our
algorithm is presented.
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If V ill 1.116. then Svm (V) denotes the full symmetric group on V. A group G

(v.';{~~,)~~:nthaat-;:r ~Iif/~~~:: ~~n~:i~ ,:vX:'d-:(Xl ~~~~ d~neo~:o~~

an action by G I V. Thus G may be thought of as being mapped homomorphically
onto a permutation group of V, and v' ill the image of vE V under gEG. If vE V, the
Itobili:er in G of v ill the IUbgroup G.={gEG:V'=u} and the orbit of vE V under G
ill "G={u':geG}. We note that IGI = IvGI·IG.,. If IvGI=IVI then the
group action G I V ill Wd to be trOrlli.!iuc.. A group actton G I V indU£€s an action
on the collection (r) of t.-subseu of V. FOl", if T~ V. and gEG, then we define T'
by T'={v':!1ET}.
For even a relatively small number of vertices, an exhaustive computer search
among all (r" ...• rm)-R&mlH!y graphs ill infeasible. However, if synunctry ill
imposed on the colorinp. then exhaustive searches do become practical for
moderate values of m and 11..
A graph r with vertex set V={O.1.2•... ,n-l} is ellclie if the mapping
g: % _ % + 1 ill an automorphism of r. addition performed modulo n. Note that any
cyclic graph r must have as an automorphism group at least the dihedral group
V~=<g.h>, where h:z--z, since g(~-.-'}: {u,u}-{-v, -u}. It is easy to
show that V .. acting on the edgee of K.. has exactly In/2J orbits. Observe that if
we define the distance function dilt(e)=min{li-jl,li-ilh then two edges el and e,
of K. belong to the same orbit if and only if dilt(e.) = liilt(e,). Thus an orbit of
edges is completely determined by a single number k, where k is the difference of
the pain in the crbit. For example, a cyclic 3-color Ramsey graph can be completely specified by seta of distances, say Red, Green and Blue. That is keRed
IDelLlUl every edge e with dilt(e)=k is colored red.
Let V be an rrelement set. If G is a lubgroup of the symmetric group of permutatiolUi of V, G$:Sym(V), and r is an integer, 2<r<n. the p(l,ttern motri% p.
6c1onging to the group G i, defined III /ollowl:
(a) the rows of p. ate indexed, by the ~rbit.s of 2-&ubse:Ls of Vj
(b) the columns of p. an indexed by the ~rbit.s of r-6ubseta of Vj
(c) P.I/,J] = 1 if there are FiE I and FjEJ such that Fir; Fj and is otherwise.
If V is thought of as the vertex set of the complete graph K .. , then the pattern
matrix p•. describes the incidence between the orbit.! under G of edges and complete su~phJ of size rio Thus p.JI,JI=l means that every K.; in orbit J contaiiUl
at le&St one edge in orbit I. Hence. if we are to avoid the inclusion of a monochromatic K.; of color i, then the rows corresponding to the orbits of color i must
be che&en !50 lhat no column of all I', appears among them.

°

Our first theorem follows immediately from the above discussion iUld is a. generalization of theorem 1 of IRK).
THEoREM 1. There il 0 ~jedion 6ehuun tAe m-eolor ROmleV grop1l.l r with I1crtCZ
let. V, having G$:Svm{V) u an avtomorphism group and the (O,I)'l1Cdorl
U.,l$:i $:m, indc.ud by the G·orbiu of 2-lubseu 0/ V, lo/ving limultoneou$ly the
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inequaJiliu:
(ii;·Pr)p]>Oforall G-orbit, J ldbelin, a column of Pr"I:5i:5m,

(I)

EV;=I, where J=(I,I, ...,II T,

(2)

U,.U,=O, for l:5i<;:5m,

(3)

;"'1

where P'j for l:5i:5m are pattern matn·cu belonging to

~he

group G.

The equations in theorem 2 C&ll be interpreted." follows:
(1) lays that for eac.h i 4he colorin&; h.aa no monochrom.atk K.,.j in color i,
(2) ensures that every edge is colored. &lid
(3) guarantees that no edge is colored twice.
In partkular, to Karch for a (3,3,4)-Ramsey graph on n point.l, we need to cOTUlider
the pat.tern matrices P" P, and P 4 for colors rut, green,.and blue, respedively. If
we let Ur be the vector for color red , V, for greeD, ana U, for blue, then the equa-tions ;and inequalities we have to solve are
(CJ;'P3)[J]>O/or aU G-orbit, J labeling a column of P 3,

(1.1)

(ll,'P3)1JI>Oforall G-orbiu J l4beling

column of P 3,

(1.2)

(lJ.,p.)(Jj>Oforczll G-or~'u J labeling a column of P 4 ,

(1.3)

~+~+~=i
V,.U,=O,

~l)
(3.1)

0

U,·U.=O,

(3.2)

U,·U.=O.

(3.3)

The pattern matrices for large n are still too large for a computer seuch. The
absorption law o"(a+b) = a of Boolean algebra can be used to reduce the si&el of
pattern matrices, making computer search possible.
Let G:5Svm(V). With each color i, l:5i:5m and with each orbit Ii of pairs
aasociate a Boolean variable Z;i' The assignment of true to :tti will mean t.hat fth
orbit of edges is &IIigned color i. Also, in order to have no monochromatic K,.•
subset of color i. we associate with each column h of the pattern matrix P'j of
the claU5e Cil siven by Cill "" E{Z;j:P,Jj,h]=l}. Whence, if B o = IT Cill, then B i is
i
,
wisfled if and only if there is no monochromatic r,--subeet.of color i. Thus the
absortion law when applied to the clauses in Bi produces an equivalent Boolean

G,

expression Bi

=IT eil'

with in seneral far fewer ClaUllel. We call the pattern matrix

"

that reflects the incidence oJ Boolean variable and c1a.uses in Bi the reduced pattern
matn·%.
Althoua:h this reductjon may not be aigniflCant for ,mall matrices, for bil;
matrices it does make a difference. For example, th.e pattern matrix P s for an
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(3,3,5)-Ra.msey Il'aph on 44 pointll with dihedral group D.... haa
12,446 columns.
Aft.er applyinc the absorption property, only 1395 columns remain.
From the above dillcUllBion. theorem 1 can be rephrued u theorem
2 below.
THEoREM 2. There i, a bijedion bdwuJ'l the m-wlor
(rj,r2,. .. ,r... )-Ramsey
graplw r tuith wrlu:,d V. hailing G :$Sym( V) at an automorphi,m
gTOUP rmd the

(O.I)-wdo" U"I:$i:$m inde.ud by the G-orbitl 0/2-,ub,etl 0/ V.
#oluing ,imultane-

-..I" tJu inequaliti":

(iI;·p,JIJ] >0 lor all

G-orbltl J IGbefing a column 0/ Pr,.I:$ i:$ m,

(Rl)

is Ui""l. tuhere l=!I.I •... ,l]T.

(R2)

i_I

U;-Uj=O,for l:$i<j:$m,
(R3)
IJI)here p... , l:$i:$m are redueed pattern main'eel (b" Boolean ahorp!ion
laWl)
belonging to group G.
The algorithm that. naturally foUoWl from the above discUSl'lion is
.

llCOKlTllM
Step 1:
Input a choeen group G. G:$ Sum (X), I X I = n. as a candidate
for
an automorphiam group of an (r .. r, •...• r... )-Rarrueu graph.
St.ep 2:
ConatTUc.t pa1t.em matrices P'i' for nch i. 1:$ i:$ m.
Step 3:

Step 4:

Apply the absorption law to obtain reduced pattern matrices p;...
for
each i, 1:$ i:$ m, and their corresponding Boolean expressions
B;,..
l:$i=m.
Find all UIIipmentli utisfyina the Boolean exprallion

a=,8·n B;.•
iE'

•

where fJ expresses conditiom (R2) and (RJ). Each such assignment
(if any) yields a (r .. r" .... r...)-Ramsell graph with automorphism
group Gj furthermore alilluch graphs are obtained.
J. Jlen1la and

anUr'. 01 the Dew Ramsey 1l'8phs

1.1. New lower bounds 0I1ODM kolar Ramsey numben
U.inc "he aIcorithm de8c:ribed in eectK>n 2 and the authors' experience
with a
.imilar aIcorithm for 2-<oklr R&msey numbers IRKJ. the three 3<olor
cyclic graphs
given in Table I were con.struded.
These three graphs give tbe three lower bounds on three 3-color
Ramsey
numben below.
R(3,3,4)~30i

R(3.3.5)~45j

R(3.4.4)~55.

Furtbertn<>re. these are each maximal cyclic Ramsey graphs,
and consequently,
these lower bounds can only be improved by non-cyc1ic Ramsey
graphs. The lower
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TABLE

i

Edge Orbit. Differences
Green
2561..

New Bound

n

R(3,3," >30

29

R<d
1" 10 12

1 .. 9121522

23101.. 18 19

54

1 .. 915202227

78131.. 16
1718192326

R(3,3,5)~"5

R(3......) 2:55

..

Blue
31891113
567811
131617 20 21
235610
111221 z.f 25

of Waterloo
bound R(3.3,")2:30, was found by J. G. Kalbfleisch at the University
literature. The
in hie doctoral diuertatk>n IK]. but otherwise does not appear in the
new.
other two lower bounds are apparently

1.2. AnalyliJ of the Graphs
above paramIn order to enumerate the non-isomorphic cyclic rp'apha with the
eten we introduce the croup theory notion of primitivity_
group
uanaitive
the
of
A subset w of V is called a bloek 01 imprimifilJitll (b.i.)
w or is disjoint from
action G 1V, if for each gEG, the set wi either coincides with
trivial
the
called
are
these
and
b.L's
are
subsets
singleton
w. Obviously V and the
to be impn'mitiw
blocks of the group action. A transitive group action G I V is said
In particular, it is
if it hu at least one nontrivial boi. w. otherwille it is pn·mitiw.
I V I=p is a
whenever
primitive
is
V
I
G
actK>R
group
easy to see that a transitive
of AF(p) =
prime. In this case either G is isomorphic to a IUbgroUp
{r-a.z:+p:o:,,B E7l.,.a=tol, or Gis 2-transitive.
the pattern
In searching for a cycltc (3,3,..)-R.amsey graph on 29 ve.rttces.
819 columna. After
matrix P, had 126 columns and the pattern matrix P4 had
in P 4
columna
63
only
and
P3
in
columM
56
only
Iii-we,
applying the abllorptK>n
Ramsey graphs and
remained. The search of the remaining coluJIlJUI led to 14 cyclic
two nonisomorphic
these appear in Table D. It will be shown tha.t these give onty
and No_ 8 in Table
soIutk>ns. The two clMSeS of IIOlutions are represented by No.1
red and green ill
D. Furthermore they are isomorphic if interch&J1&ing colora
allowed.

)-Ranuell graph6
THEoREM 3. There ore, up to i,omorphi,m, On/II two ellt.lie (3.3...
Furthermore, tlu full automorphi,m group of each i,
on 29 verlieu.
7
unit".
G= <z_z+ 1, z_w z> where lo.IE2Z 211 i, a primilive. root of
is transitive and
Proof: Let (V.r) be a cyclic (3,3,4)-R.amsey JTaph. Then G 1V
be 2-tTUUllitive for
since I VI =29 is prime G acts primitively. Moreover. G cannot
require at leut
graphs
R&msey
3-<olor
and
edles
then there ill only one orbit of

::,~~(~)z;
{~:~.z:~~~:,e~EG7L:,U;t4~.o;~~~ 6t~:b:ro~:~~eH;:~":Z
is an automorphism
where d 128 Uld w is a primitive root modulo 29. Whence. H~
by w~ preserves
group of .. cyclk (3,3...)·Ramsey graph if and only if multiplication
was generated by
the coloring. A complete list of all cyclk (3,3.4)-Ramsey graphs
to check that
easy
is
It
n.
Ta.ble
in
given
the algorithm in section 2 and is
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TADLE

No.
1
2
3
4

••

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

.

n

14 cydic (3,3,4)-R.amsey graphs on K
29
Green
6111314
3789
3789
4 10 1113
4101113
2589
1371Z
6111314
2589
141012
141012
25614
25614
13712
3789
6111314
4101113
3789
2589
41011 13
6111314
13712
141012
2589
25614
141012
1371Z
25614

R'"

Blue
1 2 4 5 10 12
12561214
13671214
2458910
367111314
37891113 .
489101113
12451012
12561214
13671114
2458910
367111314
37891113
489101113

multiplicatlon by -1 and by ...l preserves each of the:!Je 14 colorings.
Also, it can be
_n that the other multiplkulolUl permute the 14 colorings
into two orbiu
0. 1 = {I,2,3,4,S,6, 7} and 0. 1 = {8,9,10, 11, 12,13,14}. ThUll up t.o isomorphism
there
are only two cyclic (3,3,4)-Ramsey graph ill! claimed. 0

CoROLLARY 4.

There U, up 10 i,omorphi,m and interchange 01 color" a unique
c"clie (3,3,4).RamlJe" graph on Z9 vertiet&. Furthermore, iu
lull aulomorphi'm
group i, G=<z_z+ I, z_w1z> where wE'lL,g i, a primitilJe root
01 unit".

Prool: We note that the mapping induced on the colorings by
interchanging the
colora red and green swaps rows in Table 11 ilCcording
to the permutation
(1,8)(2,9)(3,10) (4,11)(5,12)(6,1 3)(7,14). Thus without fIXing
colofS, there is a
unique cyclic (3,3,4).1lamsey graph as claimed. 0
In aearc.hing for cyclic (3,3,5)-Ramsey graph on 44 vertices, the patt.ern
matrix
P3 has 161 columns and the pattern matrix p. has 12446 column,.
After applying
the abeorption laW1l, there are only 141 columns in P3 and 1395
columns in p •. In
this .ituation 2fiO cyclic graphs were found with the algorithm
presented in section
2. These pphs may be obtained from the 13 graphs listed in
Table ill by mult"
plying modulo 44 by numben: a relatively prime to 44 and/or interchanging
red and
greenedgel.

THEoREM: 5. There are, up to uomorphi,m and interchange 01 eolor"
euu:tlll 13
cyclie (3,3,S).Romlcy graph on 44 verticu.
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TABLE III

No.
1
2
3

,
•
6
7

••

10
11

13 non-isomorphic cyclic (3,3,5).Ramsey graphs on K ...
Blue
Green
R.d
5678111316 172021
231014 18 19
149121522
5678911 13 16 17 20 21
2310141819
14121522
3789111213 14 17 1920
256151822
1410 1621
4578 10 12 13 15 1921
2691(1722
1311161820
4578 10 12 13 15 1921 22
2691417
1311161820
4679131617 1920 21 22
258111215
13101418
4561014161 718192122
2891213
137111520
4 567 11 15 16 17 192021
2891213
1310141822
456711 15 16 17 18 1920 21
2891213
13101422
4 567 11 15 16 18 19 20 21
29101314
138121722
256910 II 14 16 17 1820
47122122
138131519
2 569 10 11 14 16 17 1820
4712132122
1381519
2569101113 1416171820
47122122
13 81S 19

12
13
0 in each of the
Proof: To see that these 13 graphs are non-isomorphic , fIX vertex
adjacent to vertex
&faphs, and caU the lubgraphs which are induced by the vertices
lubgraphs. By count.
o by red edges, the red .ubgTlJpIu. Similarly define the green lubgraphs
it is easy to
ing the number of vertices and blue edges in each of these
and 10. In the red
distinguish between the 13 grap}u; except for possibly numbers 8
&faph 10
while
2,
degree
green
with
vertices
luhgraph of &faph 8 there are, however,
. Hence there are
has no such vertkes. Consequently, they are also non-isomorphic
graphs.
(3,3,5)-R.amsey
cyclic
13 non-isomorphic
the pattern
In searching for a cyclic (3,4,4)-Ramsey graph on 54 vertices,
1807 columns. After
matrix P, has 243 columns and the pattern matrix P~ has
columns in
950
and
P,
in
columns
196
applying the absorption laws, there are only
These 18501uHere the algorithm presented in section 2 found 18 solutions.
P~_

tions are listed in Table IV.
Similarly to the proof of theorem 3 we have the following theorem.

(3,.,4)-R4m.ftl ' gT4ph
TBroRD.t 6. There are, up to i$omorphi.m, eZlJctlv tlCO cvdie
on 54 "rticu. Thtll are li.ted in Table V.
swapll these two
Also, it is again easy to see that interchanging green and blue
graphs.
of color.,
CoROLLARY 7. There i., up to i.omorphi.m and irnerehlJnge
elldic (3,4,4)-Ram.tl l graph on 54 tltrticu.
"
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4

unique

TABLE IV

18 cyclic (3,4,4 -Ramsey gnphs
No.
R,d
Green
1
1491520222 7 1813141611 18192326
2
2589202127 7111314161 819222326
3 2010131621 21
4578141718 20 23 25
2914 151922 27
1458101718 2023 25
5
3491011262 7 7814161718 19202325
3189222621
1245101117 182025
7
389 10 14 25 27
1 2 7 11 13 16 18 19 22 26
8 4 9 14 15 161727 1251011131 8192226
9 916202123 26 27 1245101113 182225
10 1491520222 7
2356 10 11 1221 2425
2589202127
11
1346101215 172425
12 2910131621 27
1 3 6 11 12 15 19 22 24 26
13 29 14 15 19 22 27 367 11 12 13 16 21 24 26
3491011 25 21
I 256 12 13 15 21 22 24
3789222627 612 13 14 15 16 19 21 23 24
15
3891014252 7
4561215172 0 212324
17 4914151617 27
3618 1220 21 23 24 25
9162021232 627 3678 12 14 15 17 1924

•
•

.

,.
,.

on K i4

,

Blue
235610 1112 21 24 25
1346101215 172125
1361112151 9222426
367 11 12 13 16 21 24 26
1256121315 212224
6 12 13 14 15 16 19 21 23 24
4 5612 15 11 20 21 23 24
3678122021 232425
3618 12 14 15 1119 24
78 13 14 16 17 18 192326
7 11 13 14 16 18 19 22 23 26
.. 5 7 8 14 17 1820 23 25
134810 17 182023 2S
78 14 16 17 18 19 20 23 25
12451011 17 18 20 25
1 2 7 11 13 16 18 192226
1251011131 8192226
1245101113 182425

TADLE V

No.
1
10

two non-isomorphk cyclic (3,4,4)-Ramsey graphs on K
S4
Red
Green
Blue
I" 9 1520 22 27 7813141617 18192326
23561011 12212425
1491520 22 27
23561011 122124 25
7813141617 18192326
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